
We are all in this together and a 
strong connection and 
collaboration between the 
school and the family support 
system is critical.

Shawn Lewis, Director of Community Relations and Planning

Mary Snyder, Social Emotional Learning Specialist

This session will focus on the development of 
the Steilacoom Historical School District’s 
Family Academy, a virtual family outreach 
strategy that focuses on the intersection of 
social emotional health and academics.  At the 
end of this session you will understand the 
strategies that SHSD used to develop their 
program, learn what has worked, what hasn’t, 
and what challenges are still being addressed.  
You will also have an opportunity to formulate 
your own thoughts on virtual family outreach 
with others.



Unmute and Rumble

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWq_Hw-OWaA&t=60


Today’s focus

● Why?
● Stages of program development
● Successes and challenges
● Collaborative dialogue



Challenge Mosaic: Initial Thoughts 

 
How can w upport the 
academic  of their 
children? 

e engage with families to s
and social emotional needs



Why Family Academy?

Immediate Need

Connect with families as partners in learning in a remote environment

Families were divided about whether to come back in-person

Many concerns about the remote learning and hybrid models 

Long Term Need

Authentic family engagement and partnerships

Perception that district “outreach” and “communication” could be improved



Impact of School, Family, and Community Connections 
on Student Achievement
Positive and convincing relationship between family involvement and benefits for 
students, including improved academic achievement. 

This relationship holds across families of all economic, racial/ethnic, and educational 
backgrounds and for students at all ages.

Benefits for students include
• higher grade point averages and scores on standardized tests or rating scales
• enrollment in more challenging academic programs
• more classes passed and credits earned
• better attendance
• improved behavior at home and at school
• better social skills and adaptation to school



Culturally Responsive Education

Our concerted effort to establish family — school connections to 
integrate students’ funds of knowledge into personalized learning 

strategies sheds light on how authentic collaboration and mutual trust 
are established between teachers and students when both sides 

unlearn deeply ingrained notions of power within traditional school 
based roles and relations (Henderson & Zipin, 2010).  



Staff Involved

Three  Key Staff

Social Emotional Learning Specialist 

Assistant Director of Special Education

STEM coordinator 

Other Administrators and staff have supported - but a small number of dedicated 
staff carry 80% of the load in getting the work done.  And recognizing the few 
who carry the 80% does not diminish the importance or value of the people 
carrying the other 20%



Development of Family Academy

Initial Development for September

Planning - What are we doing and why; Brainstorming options and making a decision
Scheduling
Announcement
Use of Zoom
Promotion
Content



Our Focus For September - Remote Learning Support



Announcing the Family Academy



Sharing the Flipped Resources in Week 2



Example from Resources Shared in September



Example from Resources Shared in September



How to Use Zoom for Family Academy

Learning online platforms has been an evolution including how to use zoom functionality 
for presenting and capturing videos.  Here are two early examples:

How Does Remote Learning Work             How Stress Affects Learning Part 2

https://youtu.be/XmCx4HK2Diw
https://youtu.be/IIGbe3EDWeQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmCx4HK2Diw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIGbe3EDWeQ


Evolution of Family Academy

Changes to Frequency and Topics

More consistent with district culture (informal/familiar)More consistent with district culture (informal/familiar)

Improvements to video captureImprovements to video capture

Invitations to outside presentersInvitations to outside presenters

Responsive to current needs of families

Example of Authentic Connection - Family to Family

https://www.youtube.com/embed/dNOIYn0NeTk?start=2266


December Adaptation - Fully Asynchronous Component



Flexibility on Frequency - More integration Academics/SEL



Flipped Resources and ParentSquare Post in March



Successes

Dedicated loyal following

Virtual environment connections with families that we historically would not have 
reached

Connections of SEL to Academics

Increased dialogue about authentic family connections

Flexibility on format - December Asynchronous Activities / April MOMC



Biggest Challenges

Engagement

Promotion 

Is Zoom Fatigue contributing to low engagement in Family Academy?



Evaluating Effectiveness

How to measure effectiveness?  Reach, depth, opportunities, synchronous vs. 
asynchronous

Pilot Project Evaluation:  First year of the program - evaluation will occur after the first 
year with reflection on what has worked, what hasn’t, improvement plans, what to keep, 
what to abandon

Learning and Improvement are most important when evaluating new programs

Evaluation question:  Access to the content and perception of district engagement is 
critically important - but how important in comparison to actual engagement and 
connections?



Challenge Mosaic: Reflection 

 
What was surprising? 

What did you know but noWhat did you know but noww see in a new way?  see in a new way? 

What do you want help with? ? ithWhat do you want help w



Challenge Mosaic: Revised Thinking 

 
What was surprising? 

What did you know but now see in a new way? 

What do you want help with? 



Challenge Mosaic: Share your thinking

 

new way? new way? 

What was surprising? 



Help us

What suggestions do you have to address our greatest challenges:

● Number of families engaging in family academy is low

Have you had success in connecting with families during the pandemic?  Have you had success in connecting with families during the pandemic?  What has What has 
worked for you? worked for you?  How will that translate into greater engagement post-pandemic? How will that translate into greater engagement post-pandemic?

How would you evaluate the success of an online Family Academy start up in the How would you evaluate the success of an online Family Academy start up in the 
context of the Pandemic?context of the Pandemic?context of the Pandemic?



We are all in this together and a 
strong connection and 
collaboration between the school 
and the family support system is 
critical.

Shawn Lewis, Director of Community Relations and Planning

shlewis@steilacoom.k12.wa.us 

Mary Snyder, Social Emotional Learning Specialist

msnyder@steilacoom.k12.wa.us 

This session will focus on the development of 
the Steilacoom Historical School District’s 
Family Academy, a virtual family outreach 
strategy that focuses on the intersection of 
social emotional health and academics.  At the 
end of this session you will understand the 
strategies that SHSD used to develop their 
program, learn what has worked, what hasn’t, 
and what challenges are still being addressed.  
You will also have an opportunity to formulate 
your own thoughts on virtual family outreach 
with others.
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